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PART-B
Explain the working principle of piston type motor with neat sketch.
Explain the working principle semi-rotary actuator with neat sketch..
Explain the working of gear type motor and vane type motor
Write the short notes on telescopic cylinder
Explain the cushioning of cylinder
Explain the working principle following types of cylinders
i) Single acting cylinder
ii) Double acting cylinder
iii) Cylinder Cushioning
Explain the working principle of different types of cylinders used in hydraulic system
Describe the working of double acting tanden cylinder and gear motor with graphical symbol
With neat sketch explain the construction of Telescopic cylinder and state its application with example.
With a suitable sketch describe the cushioning mechanism used in linear actuators.
Explain the construction and operation of basic types of accumulators used in hydraulic system with neat
sketch.
Explain any three types of special cylinder used in hydraulics with neat sketch
List and sketch the fluid power ANSI symbol for the five basic classifications.
UNIT -III HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS
PART-A
Name the types of Accumulators & its use
Write the function of accumulator
What is meant by sizing of accumulator?
What is the function of intensifier? Mention the application
Discuss the function of an unloading valve.
Differentiate between pilot operated and direct operated pressure relief Valve
Deduce the purpose of a direction control valve.
Where speed control circuit are Required
Draw the ANSI symbol for pressure relief valve.
How do you classify direction control valves?
Discuss the purpose of regenerative circuit.
List any four types of Pressure Control Valves.
Point out the purpose of a flow control valve.
List the functions of a solenoid valve
What is the advantages of using sequencing circuit
Describe meter-in circuit and where is it used?
Describe meter – out circuit and where is it used?
Discuss the function of bleed off circuits.
Explain the function of relief valve in a hydraulic system
Define Electro hydraulic circuit
List the arrangements in hydrostatic drives
List any four basic types of electronic switches used in electrically controlled fluid power circuits
PART- B
Design and explain the working of a sequencing circuit.
Explain the construction and working of pilot operated sequence valve
Explain working and construction of pilot operated pressure relief valve with neat sketch
Sketch and explain commonly used 3-position 4-way direction control valves
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With help of circuit diagram explain types and applications of accumulator
Draw and explain the Counter balance valve circuit used in the hydraulic circuit
Explain the commonly used electrical control device in fluid power system
Explain the construction of pressure relief valve with neat sketch
Design the hydraulic press circuit using unloading valve with neat sketch
Design and explain the working of a regenerative circuit.
Explain the working principle of pressure intensifier, with neat diagram.
Draw and explain the Air-over-oil circuit used in the hydraulic circuit.
Design the circuit to speed up the extending speed of a double acting cylinder with suitable circuit
Describe a hydraulic circuit for synchronizing two cylinder with flow control valves.
With suitable sketches explain following industrial hydraulic circuits1.Pressure Regulating Circuit
2. Speed control circuit.
Explain the construction and working of following.1. Meter in Circuit 2.Meter out Circuit
Discuss the construction and working of a Mechanical hydraulic servo system with a diagram.
Develop a circuit having 4/3 DCV regenerative neutral used to control double acting cylinder
Discuss the construction and working of a Mechanical hydraulic servo system with a diagram
Design and explain the working of Electro hydraulic circuit.
Explain the working principle of following 1.3/2 Way Valve 2.4/2 way valve 3.4/3 way valve
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What is FRL Unit
Give the standard graphical symbol for FRL unit.
Discuss the function of an air filter
Point out the purpose of a Pressure regulator.
Point out the purpose of a quick Exhaust Valve.
Discuss the function at reservoir in a pneumatic system
How are logic circuits classified?
List the purpose of an Air lubricant.
List the purpose of a check Valve.
Define bitable flip-flop.
How is the speed of a cylinder controlled in pneumatic system?
Mention the few applications of air cylinder.
Define fluidics.
Sketch the graphical symbol of pneumatic regulator.
Conclude that why should a lubricator be used in a pneumatic system?
Discuss the need of lubricator unit in the pneumatic system.
Name the various types of filters used in the pneumatic system
Give the truth table for fluidic AND/NAND gate.
Discuss the purpose of a quick Exhaust Valve.
Classify the pneumatic cylinders based on operating principle.
Name four fluid sensors that are used in fluid power system
What is the purpose of shuttle valve in pneumatic circuit
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UNIT-IV PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRO PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS
PART-A
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UNIT - V TROUBLE SHOOTING AND APPLICATIONS
PART-A
Define Drilling operation
Discuss about shaping operation.
Define a low cost automation
What is power pack?
What is the advantages of servo system
What is meant by interlock contacts?
Mention any two roles of pneumatic systems in low cost automation?
What do you understand by single shot sequencing?
what are the important components of a hydraulic power pack
what is the function of air filter and dryer
differentiate temperature switch and pressure switch
when to use timer and relay ? why
what is ladder diagram
state any four advantages of pneumatic circuits
state the application of pneumatic system
Name any two faults that can be found in hydraulic systems.
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Define compressor. Explain the working principle of piston type compressor with neat sketch.
With a neat sketch of the pneumatic filter and explain its construction and working.
Describe With a neat sketch of the pneumatic Regulator and explain its construction and working.
Explain the construction and working principle of Muffler with neat sketch
Sketch the graphical symbol and Explain the construction and working principle of FRL Unit with neat
sketch
Give the empirical rules for sizing the compressor.
Explain the construction and working of following control components of FRL
Write the procedure for selection and importance of Filter, regulator, Lubricator
Write Short Notes of mufflers
With neat sketch explain the working principle of a screw compressor
Draw and explain the functions of pneumatic check valve.
Explain the types of Directional control valve and its construction and operation
With a neat sketch of the Quick Exhaust and flow control valve and explain its construction and working
Describe pneumatic Actuators and explain the types of linear Actuators.
Explain the various types of pneumatic switching with simple sketch
Discuss the construction and operation of the basic fluidic devices.
Explain the various approaches for entering the program into the PLC.
Develop a ladder diagram to perform a drilling operation.
Define coanda effect. Discuss how this effect useful to develop a mono stable and bi stable- flip flop device
Draw the circuit of control of air cylinder using Flip-Flop and explain it.
Discuss the construction and operation of different types of fluid sensors
Design an electro pneumatic circuit using cascade method for the following sequences A+B+B-A-C+CExplain the construction and working of following control components 1)check valve 2)Shuttle valve
3) Sequence valve 4) Flow control valve
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PART-B
1. Explain the ladder logic diagram with an example
2. Design a pneumatic circuit for the following sequence using cascade method A+B+B-A- where the +
cylinder extraction and – cylinder retraction.
3. Design a pneumatic circuit using cascade method for the sequence A+ A- B+ B- and explain its working
principle.
4. Explain in detail about how the failure and trouble shooting is carried out in hydraulic system
5. Explain in detail about Various selection criteria for pneumatic components
6. Design and draw an electro hydraulic pneumatic circuit for the sequence. A+ B+B- A-.
Also write a ladder diagram.
7. List out any seven types of faults that can be found in pneumatic system. Also write the remedial actions
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for the faults
8. Design a pneumatic circuit for the following sequence using cascade method A+B+A-B- where
the + cylinder extraction and – cylinder retraction
9. Describe the basic concepts of low cost automation with suitable example.
10. Discuss the use of microprocessors in hydraulic and pneumatic systems
11. Explain in detail about how the failure and trouble shooting is carried out in pneumatic system
12. Design and develop a robot system to pick and place object.
13. Design and develop the coin operated barriers of a car park.
14. Draw and explain a hydraulic circuit to actuate a shaping machine ram. Incorporate the following features
In the circuit.
i. Rapid tool approach
ii. Slow cutting and
iii. Rapid tool retraction/ return.
15. Design and draw a circuit using the hydraulic components for the shaping operation
16. Design and draw a circuit using the hydraulic components for the Drilling operation.
17. Design a circuit using the hydraulic components for the Punching & press operation.
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